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"Karoshi" is a kind of overwork and death social phenomenon. In recent 
years "karoshi" event in the media, frequently observed employee "karoshi" 
phenomenon obviously presented growth trend. In China, along with the further 
development of market economy, "karoshi" phenomenon of contemporary 
Chinese laborers more troubling, we must face laborer "karoshi" phenomenon. 
"Karoshi" studies will gradually be everyone's attention, but "karoshi" legal 
regulation but rare in legislation is also discussed, system blank. "Karoshi" 
aspects of our country hasn't appeared, so that when the legislation "karoshi" 
case, under state law enforcement agencies to the general feel disoriented. In 
contrast, "karoshi" issues in the japan-american and other western developed 
countries has many can draw lessons from aspects. 
In the early 1970s, Japan is just issued a regulation "karoshi" of the related 
laws and regulations, then the Japanese government once modify "karoshi" laws 
and regulations and achieved good effect. "Karoshi" about the legislation, 
different countries or areas differs somewhat. This paper studies "karoshi" 
legislation has a very good reference, but the introduction of a measure to 
modern system is a beginning, and to foster makes the modern system of social 
culture, effective operation is a far more difficult task, even mission impossible. 
So, for "karoshi" legislation, we cannot copy a copy of a foreign to the suit, the 
actual situation of China into consideration, accomplish truly the concrete 
analysis and reflect the combination of timely sex and forward-looking. 
In our country's law, the construction of socialist harmonious society today, 
the study "karoshi" problem of important theoretical and practical significance. 
Because "karoshi" phenomenon in our country comes later, scholars to 
"karoshi" in the existing research results, also did not appear "karoshi" side of 
the book, study written form referring to all kinds of magazines, newspapers, 















In view of this, this article adopts comparative law research method, from the 
macroscopic and microcosmic angles chinese-foreign related social and 
comparative legal background and legislative situation in China, this paper tries 
to from the realities of foster strengths and circumvent weaknesses, puts 
forward their own views, then systematically elaborated "karoshi" 
institutionalized regulation principles and legal measures, aiming to give 
lawmakers to advice. This article in addition to preface and epilogue outside, is 
divided into three chapters: 
The first chapter of "karoshi" definition. Elaborated specifically "karoshi" 
concept and "karoshi" the legal character. Also discusses the "karoshi" legal 
structure and "karoshi" legal properties. Finally discusses "karoshi" problems 
and causes. This chapter is about expand "karoshi" basic theory, and puts 
forward some ideas and opinions, which is analysis of "karoshi" problem of 
foundation. 
 The second chapter of foreignfiction "karoshi" about the current situation 
and its enlightenment. This chapter basically introduces day german-us and 
Taiwan, and other countries and regions on "karoshi" general situation and 
legislation. Put forword about these countries "karoshi" legislation to our 
country "karoshi" legislation enlightenment. 
The third chapter on our "karoshi" laws regulating. In the first two 
chapters basic theory and based on the legislation of foreignfiction discussed 
about our country do the following: "karoshi" legislative situation. Our country 
"karoshi" legislation necessity analysis. Constructing China's "karoshi" legal 
system thinking 
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